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Why adopt a federal system of government? 

 There are potential benefits can be secured by 

adopting a federal system of government

1. Increased efficiency  increased societal welfare to 

the extent that …

o Subnational governments being closer to the people are 

better able to respond to needs and preferences of local 

constituents

2. Enhanced local accountability to the extent that 

subnational governments have some degree of 

revenue autonomy

3. Means of addressing ethnocultural conflict as it 

accommodates regional diversity
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Potential benefits of a adopting federal 

system of government

 First 2 of these potential gains – gains largely a 

function of the extent of decentralization

 Said gains may be secured with greater fiscal 

decentralization with or without shift to the federal system 

of government

 Countries with federal system of government are not 

necessarily decentralized to the same degree and 

some of them may be less than decentralized than 

those with unitary form of government

 Germany (federal) more centralized than Canada (federal)

 Malaysia (federal) more centralized than Indonesia 

(unitary)
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Distinction between unitary & federal system 

of government

 Under multi-tiered unitary system - powers of subnational 

governments are based on central government legislation 

(i.e., delegated by central government) and can be 

unilaterally withdrawn by central government

 Under federal system, division of powers between federal 

government (FG) an state governments (RGs) are written/ 

guaranteed in constitution; FG or RGs cannot unilaterally 

alter division of powers 

 Precisely because of this, design of federal system should be 

subject to careful study

 Otherwise, bad design gets enshrined in the constitution, making 

it more difficult to correct mistakes
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If the objective is to secure the potential 

benefits from more decentralized governance

 Important to design fiscal aspects of federal structure so 

as to ensure that the FG and RGs face the right incentives 

for an efficient and equitable delivery of public services so 

as to maximize social development outcomes.

 Fiscal federalism literature provides guiding principles

 Welfare economics strand – assume that political leaders are 

benevolent rulers who aim to maximize the welfare of their 

constituents

 Political economy strand – assumes that “politicians are primarily 

interested in maintaining and enhancing their political careers”  

(Rodden 2006)
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Design of fiscal aspects of federal structure 

involves four pillars of intergovernmental fiscal 

relations

1. Expenditure assignment – which level of government 

does what 

2. Tax assignment – which level of government taxes what

3. Intergovernmental transfers

4. Subnational credit finance

 Design of 4 pillars – define rules of the game (i.e., 

institutions) that affect behavior of politicians at both the 

national and local level as well as the behavior of voters 
o Behavior of actors/ players are based on available incentives

o Institutions define what incentives are available

o Institutions consist of formal and informal rules – political, legal, administrative, 
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Overarching principles in design of fiscal 

features of federal system (1)

1. Importance of establishing clarity in expenditure 

assignment

 Functions whose benefits are national in scope are best 

assigned to the FG

 Those whose benefits are local in scope are best assigned to 

RGs

2. Importance of providing RGs a significant degree of 

revenue autonomy (i.e., RGs raise revenues whose 

level they control)

 Taxes on immobile factors are best assigned to RGs

 Taxes which interfere with international trade and 

interjurisdictional trade are best assigned to the FG
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Overarching principles in design of fiscal 

features of federal system (2)

3. Intergovernmental transfers may be used to address:

 imbalance between budgetary requirements of functions 

assigned to different levels of government and the revenues 

(tax and non-tax) that are actually assigned to them

 Wide disparity in fiscal capacity of SGs (vis-à-vis each other) –

via an equalization grant

4. Importance of ensuring that RGs face hard budget 

constraints for fiscal/ macro stability (pillar 4)

 Commitment on part of FG not to bail out fiscally distressed 

RGs
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Gross regional domestic product (GRDP), per capita household 

income and poverty incidence across regions 



Overarching principles in design of fiscal 

features of federal system (3)

5. Even more important than assignment of specific 

expenditure functions and taxing powers to FG and 

RGs is the internal consistency and coherence in 

design of four pillars  systems approach
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Principles that guide design of fiscal aspects of 

federal system of government 

 Are just as relevant for reforming decentralized 

governance in a unitary form of government (i.e., 

amending of 1991 LGC)
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Shift to federal form of government comes at 

a cost

 Elements of this cost

 Salaries of governors and vice governors of SGs and 

their staff as well as operating expense of their offices

 Salaries of Senators (second chamber of FG) and their 

staff as well as operating expense of their offices – 3 

senators per RG

 Salaries of legislators of regional governments and 

their staff as well as operating expense of their offices 

o 3 from each province, HUC, independent charter city 

comprising RG
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Shift to federal form of government comes at 

a cost

 Estimate of additional fiscal burden - ranges from PhP

44 billion assuming 17 regional government

Note:  These estimates do not include:

 cost of regional operations of departments that will 

prospectively be “devolved”/ “regionalized” under proposal of 

Consultative Committee

 Salaries of additional members of judiciary at the state government 

level, their staff as well as operating expense of their offices

 Additional members of House of Representatives

.
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Risks in adopting federal system of 

government

1. Getting design of fiscal aspects of federal system 

right – “the devil is in the detail”

 Will  proposal of Consultative Committee result in a more 

decentralized set-up? 

o Not clear – refer to principle of concurrent powers as presented (i.e., 

exercise of FG of concurrent powers precludes exercise of the same 

by the RGs) and assignment of residual powers to FG

 Underprovision or duplication of efforts without clarity in 

expenditure assignment 

 Accountability may weaken if there is low revenue autonomy

o proposal of Consultative Committee, silent on assignment of taxing 

power except to say that RGs will be assigned “taxes that will sustain 

their viability” 
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Risks in adopting federal system of 

government

1. Getting design of fiscal aspects of federal system 

right – “the devil is in the detail”   (con’t)

 Regional disparities may widen if fiscal equalization is weak 

– risk is high given initial condition is bad to start with

o Proposal c0ntains a provision on this

 Weakened macro/ fiscal sustainability without commitment 

to hard budget constraints 

o proposal is silent on this

 Lack of coherence and internal consistency in design of 4 

pillars tends to result in poor service delivery

o Hard to assess now given that proposal is still largely incomplete
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Risks in adopting federal system of 

government

2. Even if initial design of federal model is coherent at 

the start, likelihood is high that initial model will be 

changed to reflect the particular interests of the 

framers of new constitution

 Congress as an institution not likely to be inclined to 

expand resource base of LGUs (Matsuda 2011)

o “Fiscally stronger LGUs depend less on individual 

national legislators for financial assistance and hence 

would result in loss of political leverage for members of 

the Congress [over the LGUs within their districts]. …. . 

if more resources were made available to provinces, 

governors could emerge as strong political rivals, more 

so than they are already ….”
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Risks in adopting federal system of 

government

3. Acknowledging importance of political incentive 

structures on behavior of elected public officials, 

experts point to preconditions for success of federal 

system

 Reform of party system so as to institutionalized strong 

political parties with “coherent ideological programs and 

policy platforms and internal organizational discipline” 

(Matsuda 2014)

o Government budget support to political parties

 Minimizing high barrier to entry in political arena, including 

presence of political dynasty
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Risks in adopting federal system of 

government

 Without pre-conditions, likelihood of elite capture 

large

 “Pre-condition” should be understood in the sense of 

“occurring prior to event x” in a sequential manner

 Problem with addressing preconditions and adopting 

federal system at the same time

o “Consolidation of a party system takes much longer than the 

establishment of constitutional structures” (Croissant and Merkel 

2004) 

o Formal rules can be changed very fast; informal rules take a 

far longer time to be changed
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Conclusion

 Two options to choose from 

 Adopt to federal system of government or

 Reform fiscal aspects of 1991 Local Government Code

 Choice depends on:

 One’s assessment of: 

o Valuation of potential benefits

o Risks involved
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Possible way forward  (1)

Assuming that there is a real desire to secure potential 

gains from greater decentralization and shift to a 

federal system of government, in the medium term:

1. Address preconditions and prepare LGUs and regions 

for shift to federal system in the near term
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Possible way forward (2)

1.a. Pursue electoral reform in the direction of increased 

proportional representation

 Strengthen political parties 

 Regulate political dynasties

1.b. Amend 1991 Local Government Code towards 

greater decentralization

 Devolved more functions, taxing powers of LGUs and 

resources to LGUs

 But, always adhering to principles of autonomy, 

accountability and equity

1.c. Strengthen Regional Development Councils
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Possible way forward (3)

Assuming that there is a real desire to secure potential 

gains from greater decentralization and shift to a 

federal system of government, in the medium term:

2. Amend Constitution to adopt a federal system of 

government in, maybe, 5-7 years
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